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Abstract
Contract Governance is, amongst others, concerned with solving problems of cooperation and
opportunistic behaviour. However, with homo reciprocans as a party to the contract, contractual relationships are necessarily accompanied by expectations of fairness and reciprocity. In
this regard, the last two decades have witnessed tremendous progress towards a behavioural
account of fairness and its pivotal role in sustaining cooperation. In this article, I sketch some
important features of the general working mechanisms of fairness based on a selective review
of the literature.
It is crucial to distinguish mental, behavioural and social aspects of fairness and to see how
these work together. Experimental game theory has focused mainly on the behavioural level
and developed two types of models of preferences for fairness: inequity aversion, concerned
with the distribution of outcomes, and reciprocity, concerned with the fairness of intentions.
Both assume preferences for fairness to interact with selfish preferences that remain a primary
motivational force. On the mental level, however, fairness judgments also allow for several
proportional criteria of distribution, as Equity Theory in social psychology has shown. The
(psychological) necessity to select among different criteria of fairness and their operationalization renders fairness judgments indeterminate and makes them receptive for social and contextual influences. Because of this, homo reciprocans is a rather impressionable being and his
behaviour heavily depends on the specifics of the situation and the social context in which he
is acting.
Compared to homo oeconomicus, cooperation is both easier and more difficult with homo reciprocans. It is easier because reciprocity repays cooperation with cooperation. It is more difficult because opportunistic behaviour by selfish types, usually mixed into real-life popula1
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tions, triggers negative reciprocity on the side of reciprocal actors causing a downward spiral
that eventually extinguishes cooperation. Furthermore, even fairness judgments are unconsciously biased toward self-interest if and insofar as factual knowledge or normative standards
are ambiguous. Sanctions therefore remain crucial to sustain cooperation, but they assume
quite a different objective compared to homo oeconomicus. With homo reciprocans, sanctions
have to provide social or moral incentives in order to sustain positive reciprocity, and they do
so indirectly by preventing opportunism and thus keeping social relations fair or balanced.
Negative reciprocity provides sufficient motivation to leave punishment to the parties, but
excess punishment and anti-cooperative punishment, combined with self-serving perceptions,
call for institutional intervention in order to prevent a vicious circle. Although people in general show an aversion against punishment institutions, they are accepted as legitimate if they
are chosen autonomously. Furthermore, because of the indeterminacy of fairness, there is a
need to settle on shared fairness standards, if cooperation is to be based on positive reciprocity
and protected against negative reciprocity. This creates a higher-order coordination problem,
which institutions can help to solve, because fairness judgments intrinsically rely on reference
points that institutions can provide. In Contract Governance, both statutes and contracts can
serve this purpose through their expressive effect. Also, the mere fact of making a promise
and the 'procedure' of doing so with reference to the law induces a commitment to the contract. In short, Contract Governance has to tame and institutionalise sanctions and it has to
coordinate fairness standards via the expressive dimension of norms and contracts.

2

Fairness and Reciprocity in Contract Governance
Contract Governance, as it seems, examines a set of rather different regulatory constellations.2
In the analysis of these, fairness or reciprocity would be of relevance in quite different ways
that cannot be pursued here. Instead, I take governance for the purpose of this article in a narrower and at the same time more general meaning that cuts across the different forms of Contract Governance. In the following, I understand governance to be occupied (among other
things) with problems of cooperation or opportunistic behaviour, in which mutually beneficial
outcomes are not realized because actors have an incentive to deviate from cooperation or, put
differently, in which the efficient outcome is not an equilibrium.3 The canonical model for
this type of social problems is, of course, the Prisoner’s Dilemma, but in fact cooperation
problems take a variety of forms that pose different problems, for the analysis of which a multitude of more sophisticated and more adequate models are being applied. The following article is interested in the role of fairness or reciprocity in solving problems of this sort and it focuses more on general mechanisms than on specific results (whose external validity has to be
considered with caution and care).

I

What is fairness or reciprocity?

Before we look at what fairness or reciprocity entails, it is important to recognise that this
question can be asked at different levels: at the mental, at the behavioural and at the social
level. At the mental level, fairness can, for example, take the form of moral sentiments or of
moral judgments; on the behavioural level, for example, the form of voluntary cooperation or
of a rejection of inequitable offers; and on the social level, for example, the form of shared
normative expectations (an aggregate of mental phenomena), of a pattern of sanctioning behaviour (an aggregate of behaviour), or of a combination of both aggregate behaviour and
expectations. Which level one should focus on depends, of course, on the question to be pursued and should be delegated to different disciplines accordingly. With regard to the analysis
of governance problems, it seems helpful to adopt a more comprehensive approach and to
conceive of fairness as a “social mechanism“ to sustain cooperation in human interactions
based on individual behavioural disposition. From this point of view, the different levels mentioned above refer to different aspects of the same phenomenon, which are somewhat independent from each other, but which also interact. Thus it becomes crucial to understand how
the different – mental, behavioural and social – aspects of fairness work together in bringing
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cooperation about, what their respective contributions are, how there are linked with each other and what difficulties arise in their interplay.
1

The identification problem: moral motive or selfish strategy?

This, however, is not easy because any account of fairness is faced with serious identification
problems. A similar pattern of observable behaviour can result from different types of motivations (e.g., selfish motives, moral motives based on ethical reasoning or on moral emotions, or
simply the motive to follow a rule that is regarded as appropriate) and individual motivation
can be differently impacted by social influences (e.g., via hard sanctions, refusal to cooperate
further, social disapproval, role models or information about the behaviour of others or about
social expectations).4 Consider the case of a supplier in the automotive industry who has the
chance to produce parts at a lower cost, but with lower quality and a slightly higher probability of deterioration. Although there is only a very small probability of detection, the supplier
does not seize the opportunity to produce inferior quality and trade it for normal quality. If we
focus on the observable behaviour, the story suggests an instant of fair behaviour, but in fact
there might be quite different underlying motives. For example, business relations between
the producer and the customer might be permanent and quite valuable or even vital for the
supplier, and given the high stakes, even with a small probability of detection the expected
loss might outweigh the gains to be expected from cheating. The point here is that it is often
difficult to make valid inferences about the selfish or moral character of a motivation from
behaviour alone. Even if we knew all relevant circumstances and could determine that behaving fairly was the best strategy to maximize income, the actor could still have chosen this behaviour out of moral concerns. The same can be the case the other way round. There are situations where people’s behaviour seems to be selfish, whereas their actual motivation is that
they feel unfairly treated. Imagine an employee who is shirking his obligations at work. This
might be because the employee knows that the employer cannot observe the quantity or quality of his work and thus minimizes his effort, or because his sense of justice is hurt because
colleagues are paid higher wages (which should not, as such, bother a rational utility maximizer who is concerned only with his own payoffs). If, however, fairness and selfishness are
so easily confused, then why should Contract Governance bother at all and try to tear them
apart? The reason is that institutions have to achieve considerably different tasks, depending
on whether people are solely driven by selfish or also by moral motives. Thus, with fairminded people, institutions have to be designed differently.
2

Homo oeconomicus vs. homo reciprocans

Since mental phenomena can never be directly observed (not even with brain-imaging techniques) and self-reports are notoriously unreliable, it is crucial to study the impact of fairness
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motives on behaviour in diagnostic situations, i.e., in situations where it can be precisely determined which actions are in the self-interest of an actor and which are not. The scientific
tool that allowed for enormous progress in this regard was laboratory experiments that implement games as defined in game theory (e.g., the famous Ultimatum Game).5 These experiments track participants’ investment behaviour in games where real money is at stake, comparing it to the game-theoretic prediction what a rational self-interested agent would do to
maximize his outcome.
Two consistent behavioural patterns thus emerged from numerous experiments conducted in a
multitude of variations,6 many of which were carried out by Ernst Fehr or are inspired by his
seminal work.7 In what economists call "theories of fairness“, these two behavioural tendencies have been formalized mathematically as two types of preferences that have been called
inequity aversion and reciprocity. However, as one has to bear in mind, economic theories of
fairness substantially differ from psychological theories on the same subject. Contrary to the
latter, the former have no intention realistically to map the cognitive processes that eventually
lead to fair behaviour. Rather, they try to strip the complexity of mental phenomena down to
those factors that are necessary to capture the general behavioural patterns resulting from
moral motives. Put differently, economic fairness theories do not aim to explain fairness. Rather, they model fairness in order to explain economic behaviour. Thus, the concept of homo
reciprocans, which behavioural economists have put forward,8 is just as well an artificial
model of human behaviour concocted for the purposes of economic theorizing as was the old
homo oeconomicus of neoclassical economics, whom home reciprocans is meant to replace.
How do both models differ? Whatever preferences homo oeconomicus is assumed to hold, it
is usually required that they conform to the assumption of selfishness, which is the presumption that people are indifferent about the utility of others and care only about their own consumption. This rules out all types of other regarding preferences or “social preferences”, e.g.,
altruism, spite, envy, competitiveness and fairness.9 Preferences for fairness, on the other
5
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hand, are defined by departing from the selfishness assumption in a specific way. Preferences
for fairness are social preferences in the sense that they also consider what other people get
(be it more or less). However, unlike altruistic preferences, preferences for fairness are not
about other people’s welfare as such, but about relative differences in gains or losses between
the actor and other people. That is, fairness is not about A doing B something good, but about
whether A gets more or less than B, and for what reason.
Inequity aversion – the first type of fairness-preferences – takes fairness as being concerned
with outcomes, or more specifically with how outcomes are distributed. It assumes that payoff
differences have, as such, a negative utility for those involved, and that this disutility is greater for disadvantageous rather than for advantageous inequalities.10 Take, for example, an inequality-averse player in the famous Ultimatum Game, who is faced with a proposal that concedes him 2 out of 10 € and leaves the proposer with 8 €. In his decision whether to accept the
offer or not, this player would not only take the positive utility into account that he would derive from getting 2 €, but also the negative utility he would experience from getting 6 € less
than the proposer. Depending on the strength of his aversion against inequality, this negative
utility might outweigh the positive utility from getting at least some payoff. Thus, the assumption that having something is always better than having nothing does not necessarily hold for
inequality-averse players. Instead, to avoid the displeasure of being treated unfairly, such a
player might reject a positive offer, as can be observed in experimental games all over the
world.11 But people are not only willing to forgo considerable amounts of money to avoid
unequal distributions to their disadvantage. They also tend, albeit to a lesser degree, to share
equally to avoid the negative utility from having an unfair advantage.
Theories of reciprocity, as the other type of fairness theories, do not refer to unequal outcomes
directly, but assume that people primarily care about the intentions of other actors, i.e.,
whether they are treated kindly or not. Hence, in these theories the fairness of a distribution is
not relevant as such, but indicates the fairness of an actor's intentions.12 Like in theories of
inequity, it is assumed that people suffer disutility from being treated unfairly or treating
someone unfairly. But it is also assumed, that they gain positive utility from responding with
kindness to kind people and with unkindness to unkind people. This provides a more direct
explanation for why participants in experimental games are willing to reciprocate fair or kind
or cooperative actions even if they have to pay a price for this or could have taken advantage
of (like in the above example of the supplier of automotive parts). The tendency to repay at a
10
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cost is particularly pronounced when it comes to punishing someone by whom one has been
treated unfairly.
Both types of fairness theories do not pretend that people solely care about fairness. Rather,
they take the utility from the actor's own payoff as a primary motivational force, but expect
this motivation to be mediated by fairness to some degree. Thus, the interesting question arises of how fairness does so. What outcomes result from the interplay of fair and selfish motives depends, of course, on the specific situation. Here, the behavioural game-theoretic approach is particularly illuminative because it helps to elucidate how or in what ways different
motives work together in particular strategic situations to produce certain social dynamics that
lead to, say, the unravelling of cooperation in a contractual relationship or in the provision of
public goods, of which we shall later speak more. Before addressing this question, we should
consider the conceptual limitations of purely economic accounts of fairness.
3

Equity Theory

As said before, economic theories model fairness for the purposes of economic theorizing.
They aim at aggregate outcomes, but do not intend to provide a realistic account of the underlying cognitive or psychological processes. This seems a reasonable approach for many economic questions, but in order to understand the significance of fairness motives for governance problems and the way fairness motives impact on them, one has to move beyond. Three
related issues are of particular importance here. First, it does matter how distributional concerns (inequity aversion) and relational concerns (reciprocity) relate to each other, but this
relationship remains unclear in economics. Second, people do not oppose unequal distributions in any case, but are willing to accept differences in outcomes if there are legitimate reasons to differentiate. It is a feature of fairness judgments, first described by Aristotle13 and
well established empirically by social psychological Equity Theory, that just distributions also
include distributions proportional to some criterion of ‘worthiness’ or ‘desert’, in particular
proportional to merit (esp. contributions) or need.14 On the surface, this equitable nature of
fairness judgments has been recognized in behavioural economics and indeed demonstrated in
many experiments. In fact, outcome-oriented fairness theories have been called theories of
inequity. However, proportional distribution criteria have hardly found their way into these
preference models, presumably to keep the models manageable.15 Third, acknowledging that
fairness can also mean, and in fact very often does mean, a proportional distribution according
to some criterion of worthiness brings to the fore another feature of fairness judgements that
has plagued philosophical ethics for centuries, i.e., the indeterminacy of justice. When fair-
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ness can assume several forms, the question arises which criterion of justice is to be preferred
in general or in particular situations (equality, merit, need, status or rights?) and how it is to
be operationalized and applied. In fact, much of the ethical or political debate is occupied with
these questions. Each individual who articulates a preference based on concerns for fairness is
faced with similar structural problems. But in everyday decisions, people rarely solve this
problem by deliberate principled reasoning the way philosophers do. They rarely even are
aware of it, but rather form their social preferences intuitively. It is no surprise that fairness
preferences often do not behave as rationally as is required by economic theory. Instead, they
are strongly influenced by personality traits, peculiarities and flaws of the psychological decision-making mechanisms, social context and cultural influences. This is not to say that the
actual content of fairness preferences is a random product of chaotic processes. In order to
understand how context-dependent preferences are formed, one must take into account the
interaction between social and psychological factors. This necessitates different kinds of theory.

III

Homo reciprocans needs governance, but for different reasons

Let us now turn to the question of how prospects for cooperation are altered by the existence
of fairness preferences. The picture is rather mixed and certainly more complicated than with
selfish individuals only. In a population of people acting like homo oeconomicus, cooperation
is possible if it is in the interest of the individual to cooperate, e.g., in repeated interactions
under the restricted conditions put down in the so-called Folk Theorem (sufficient probability
of repetition and sufficiently low discount rate, in particular).16 However, if cooperation is not
incentive-compatible, the problem of opportunism may arise. In those situations, sanctions or
some other mechanism have to be employed in order to make cooperation possible. Compared
to that, it is at the same time easier and more difficult to sustain cooperation in situations with
a considerable share of fair-minded people, as we shall see. This has extensively been studied
with an experimental game called the Public Good Game, which is a variant of the Prisoner’s
Dilemma with multiple players (usually 4).17 Of course, the Public Good Game involves several (albeit few) actors, whereas cooperation in contractual relations is often bilateral. But
seminal findings have been made with this research tool and it seems plausible that these findings will, in principle, carry over to interactions with fewer participants. In the Public Good
Game, people receive an endowment that they can (in part or as a whole) keep to themselves
or invest in a public good. In the latter case, because it is assumed that cooperation produces
an added value, the sum invested in the public good is enlarged and distributed to all participants such that a contributor always gets back less from his own contribution than he invested, but on aggregate participants are better off. If a game of this kind is played only once, or
for a known number of rounds, selfish individuals should always contribute nothing, i.e., cooperation should not occur.
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1

Reciprocity and its limits

Instead, people tend to invest 40 to 60 % of their endowment in one-shot Public Good
Games.18 Thus, a considerable share of people does not behave selfishly right from the start.
Their behaviour, however, is driven by the expectation that the others would also behave cooperatively.19 The reciprocal nature of their motivation to cooperate becomes apparent when
the game is played for several rounds. These games also start with comparable contribution
rates in the first round, but cooperation then declines inescapably until only about 10 % of
participants still contribute.
a)

The problem of heterogeneous populations

Judging from the result, it looks as if people were behaving selfishly in public-goods situations, as can be observed in many real-life situations. However, this is not because most participants are motivated by selfishness, but rather because a majority of fair-minded people
responds to the opportunistic behaviour of a selfish minority by repaying in kind. Hence, the
majority refuses to cooperate further for reasons of fairness. These actors can be described as
“conditional cooperators”.20 Their cooperation is conditioned on the cooperation of their other
fellow actors. Although considerable caution is appropriate with regard to the external validity
of such estimates, the proportion of different types of behaviour seems to be roughly around
30 % of participants acing selfishly, 60 % acting reciprocally and 10% acting altruistically, at
least in some games, and according to some experimental tests.21
b)

Biased reciprocators

However, although reciprocal behaviour in strategic games is often in fact motivated not by
purely strategic considerations, but by concerns for fairness, this motivation should not be
idealized either. In particular, people do not behave as impartially as should be expected from
a truly ethical point of view. For example, conditional cooperators indeed reciprocate, but
they systematically tend to contribute a bit less than they suppose others will do.22 What is
showing here is perhaps one of the most pervasive characteristics of human motivation, the
so-called self-serving bias. It is important to recognize that the self-serving bias does not result from conscious strategic considerations or from overtly selfish motives. Instead, self18
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servingly biased motivations can and often do appear to the actor to be objective, impartial
and unbiased. This is so because the bias results from an unconscious distortion of implicit
cognitive processes, particularly from distorted information search and information processing, which are not accessible to or usually are not accessed by introspection.23 Even
worse, while our own judgments appear authentic and objective, we are at the same time suspicious against others and expect their judgments to be biased.24 Now, the decisive factor determining the strength of self-serving bias is ambiguity, be it of factual knowledge or of normative standards, because ambiguity creates the leeway in which information processing can
be deflected in one or the other direction. Two survey studies provide a telling example of the
unconscious nature of the self-serving bias. They were conducted with judges in the U.S. and
in Switzerland, and who could be more impartial than judges? The judges were asked to estimate how well they perform compared to other judges, with regard to how often their judgments are overturned on appeal, and to rank themselves accordingly in one of four quartiles
(best, second-best, etc.). Of course, these judges did not have the necessary statistical information at hand to make accurate estimates and were hence confronted with ambiguity. But
with errors randomly distributed their self-evaluations should lead to the quartiles approximately being populated evenly. Instead, the upper two quartiles were heavily overpopulated:
88 % of U.S. judges and 92 % of Swiss judges rated themselves above average (the unbiased
rating would have been 50 %) and 56 % of U.S. judges, but only 20 % of Swiss judges, saw
themselves in the best quartile (25 % being the unbiased rating).25 Unfortunately, but not unexpectedly, the self-serving bias also affects fairness judgments.26
2

Sanctioning for the sake of fairness

On the one hand, one lesson from standard economic theory remains: cooperation cannot be
sustained without institutional intervention, as would have been predicted under the assumption of selfishness. However, on the other hand, a better understanding of why cooperation is
so fragile emerges. It is due mainly to the heterogeneity of people with regard to social preferences. Cooperation does not fail because everybody is selfish, but because the selfish behaviour of some (for whatever reason) drives fair-minded people also to behave selfishly (out of
fairness concerns). Thus, selfish behaviour prevails in the end despite preferences for fairness,
or rather because of preferences for fairness.
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a)

The balancing function of sanctions

One of the most interesting lessons to be learned from this with regard to governance concerns the role of sanctions. Insofar as behaviour is driven by reciprocity, the relationship between actors becomes paramount. This also changes the role of sanctions. Their objective is
not confined anymore to correcting individual material incentives, i.e., to raise the expected
costs of opportunistic behaviour to such a degree that it is in the own selfish interest of individuals to cooperate. This objective exhausts the task only with regard to the small fraction of
individuals that behave selfishly. With regard to reciprocal actors, sanctions assume an additional objective of a quite different kind. Their behaviour is affected by sanctions not only and
not so much as sanctions are addressed directly to them. They are also affected indirectly insofar as sanctions regulate the behaviour of other actors. This is so because reciprocal types
condition their behaviour on the perceived fairness of the behaviour of others, repaying their
fairness or unfairness in kind. Correcting material incentives with sanctions is therefore less
necessary and sometimes less sufficient to keep up cooperation. It is less necessary because
fair-minded people cooperate in order to reciprocate the cooperative behaviour of others.
Here, social or moral incentives, as one might call them, provide a substantial part of the motivation to cooperation. However, if fair-minded people are faced with opportunistic behaviour on the part of their interaction partners, social or moral incentives work in the opposite
direction and make cooperation even more difficult than with selfish individuals. The offense
of being exploited unfairly renders such situations much worse than just losing money. Its
behavioural effects, furthermore, are not constrained to silencing positive reciprocity. Being
exploited regularly also triggers negative reciprocity, i.e., a strong urge to punish the malefactor, which exaggerates the destructive impact of defection on cooperation. In order to sustain
cooperation among fair-minded people, sanctions thus also have to get social or moral incentives right. They have to assume the additional objective of preserving or restoring the balance
in relationships between actors. Put more practically, the objective of sanctions is to sustain
cooperation indirectly, that is, to preserve voluntary cooperation on the side of the majority of
reciprocal actors by preventing opportunism on the side of selfish actors.
b)

Decentralised sanctioning, counter-punishment, and autonomy

As we have seen, if homo reciprocans is involved, sanctioning of selfish behaviour becomes
even more crucial. But institutions do not only have to be concerned with keeping up homo
reciprocans' cooperative spirits by safeguarding him against exploitation. They also have to
deal with homo reciprocans' powerful urge to punish opportunistic behaviour himself. Thus,
fairness preferences in the form of negative reciprocity are themselves a source of sanctioning. Such decentralised punishment by the parties themselves can supplement or substitute
centralised sanctioning administered by the state, but negative reciprocity also creates the
need to tame private punishment. A series of public-goods experiments addresses this interaction of reciprocity, sanctioning and cooperation.

11

As said before, in Public Good Games without institutional intervention, cooperation declines
in a vicious circle in which reciprocal actors adjust their contributions downward until a baseline of almost ubiquitous defection is reached. This negative dynamics can be reversed and
almost complete cooperation achieved if experimental subjects are given the opportunity to
punish defectors after each round the game was played, as has been shown in a famous series
of experiments.27 With regard to the selfish minority, decentralised punishment, if sufficiently
serious, fulfils the function envisioned by standard economic theory. It eliminates the incentive to defect and causes them to cooperate. With regard to the reciprocal majority, decentralised punishment provided the necessary moral or social incentives for cooperation. It eliminated defection and induced cooperation on the part of fellow actors, thus creating the basis
for positive reciprocity. For standard economic theory, the puzzling question was why people
punish at all, despite punishment being costly. From a traditional point of view, a system of
sanctioning is a higher-order public good in that it benefits everyone who benefits from the
cooperative provision of the first-order public good.28 But there is no shortage of voluntary
participation in the sanctioning system, due to negative reciprocity.29
However, voluntary decentralized punishment is not only good news. Because the urge to
punish is so strong, an overprovision of sanctions can easily result from it. For example, the
willingness to punish persists even when punishment becomes inefficient because the costs of
sanctioning (borne by punisher and punishee) exceed gains of cooperation.30 Moreover, it is
not always co-operators punishing defectors, but also defectors punishing co-operators. Punishment is exerted not only for cooperative reasons, but also with an anti-cooperative intention. When given the opportunity to punish the punishers, punishment that was intended to
induce cooperation is in turn being punished by defectors, leading to a decline in cooperation.31 In this regard, a series of cross-cultural experiments is quite illuminating.32 It showed
27
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see also S. Gächter / B. Herrmann, 'Reciprocity, culture and human cooperation' Philosophical Transac-
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that anti-cooperative punishment exists in different cultures in different intensity. How prospects for cooperation are, crucially depends on the (culturally varying) amount of anti-social
punishment. Because cooperative punishment is deterred or foiled by anti-cooperative punishment, cooperation is doomed to fail to the degree in which anti-social punishment is common to a culture. In this regard, it has proved telling to look at the relationship between punishing behaviour (as observed in the experiments) and social norms of civic cooperation (as
elicited in the World Value Survey). Social norms of civic cooperation refer to people’s attitudes towards tax evasion, abuse of the welfare state or dodging fares on public transport.
These norms show a strong statistical correlation with cooperative behaviour: the stronger
norms of civic cooperation are in a society, the harder the cooperative punishment in the experiments is. However, the weaker those norms are, the stronger anti-cooperative punishment
is; that is, the harsher cooperators are being punished. It is not far-fetched to assume that
strong norms of civic cooperation act as a constraint on antisocial punishment. Put more generally, the performance of formal institutions like contracts often depends on their interaction
with social norms.33
The existence of anti-cooperative punishment also reveals that being subjected to peer punishment is not always considered a preferable environment for cooperation. This shows in
experimental games when people can choose either to play a game with or a game without the
opportunity to punish.34 In this case, the clear majority opts against punishment at first. However, after having experienced the devastating effects of missing sanctioning, almost everybody eventually switches to the game with punishment where now almost complete cooperation is achieved.35 Here an aversion against sanctioning becomes visible, which probably
stems from the fact that monitoring and coercion impairs one's autonomy.36 That autonomy is
a decisive factor is corroborated by research showing that cooperation increases substantially
if a sanctioning mechanism is not imposed by fiat, but people can vote for or against it.37 If
chosen autonomously, participants apparently seem to find a sanctioning mechanism rather
helpful than annoying. In a sense governance is faced with a dilemma regarding punishment:
in order to sustain voluntary cooperation, opportunistic behaviour has to be suppressed by
sanctions, but this interferes with people’s autonomy and signals distrust. But at the same
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time, one has to maintain trust and a cooperative mindset that is impaired by control and coercion. Therefore it is crucial for the success of cooperation that sanctioning mechanisms are
viewed as legitimate. Procedures might be the key to provide this legitimacy.
3

Coordinating fairness

There is another important issue that should be addressed here. It concerns the indeterminacy
of fairness. Our previous conclusions about cooperation based on fairness have to be qualified
in this regard. They are all premised on the presumption that people at least practically settle
on a common understanding of what fairness means in a given context. In the Public Good
Games used in the experiments reported above, selecting a fairness standard did not pose a
serious problem. Since every participant was given the same endowment and benefited from
the public good in the same way, equal contributions were the obvious standard of fair behaviour. But as soon as people differ in relevant respects (wealth, income, abilities, productivity,
sensitivity, etc.) several standards compete. Actors then are faced with considerable leeway
regarding the choice and operationalization of the criterion of justice. As always when faced
with ambiguity, each party's choice of a standard is biased by self-interest. In real-life situations, which are usually fraught with differences and asymmetries, psychological indeterminacy of fairness is a permanent and serious source of conflict. It is also an important reason
for institutional intervention. Considered in isolation, the selection of a standard of fairness
seems to be a usual conflict over distributional questions. Viewed in the context of cooperation, this choice rather concerns a higher-order coordination problem: people are better off if
they settle on a common standard because they can then reap the benefits of cooperation, but
their preferences differ as to which standard should be chosen.
From a behavioural perspective, it seems to me that dealing with this higher-order coordination problem is one of the most important functions that institutions in general, and the law in
particular, fulfil with regard to fairness and justice. But how, by which ways, can institutions
in general, and the law in particular, shape and influence individual fairness judgments? One
psychological mechanism, or rather a group of somewhat similar mechanisms, that seems of
particular importance in this regard is framing. The term “framing” sometimes refers to a rather specific and sometimes to a more general effect. In its specific meaning, framing relates
to prospect theory. Prospect theory posits that valuations of alternatives are not based on absolute outcomes, but depend on whether the outcome is framed as a gain or as a loss compared
to a reference point, with losses weighing heavier than gains (loss aversion) and this difference leading to risk-seeking in the face of losses and risk aversion in the face of gains.38
Changing the reference point by describing a decision problem in a different way can thus
alter individual valuations by changing the frame from gains to losses or vice versa. Similar
effects, it can be assumed, occur in fairness judgments. For example, not reciprocating a gift
38
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seems to be less reprehensible than taking something of the same value from someone. Put
more generally, in the context of fairness, reference points determine whether a given fairness
question is a matter of positive reciprocity or of negative reciprocity.
In a second meaning, the term “reference point” does not refer to a turning point between
losses and gains, but to social comparisons in general, e.g., to the questions of what the others
get in a similar situation.39 Social comparisons of this kind have a huge impact on fairness
preferences. For example, if a proposer plays several Ultimatum Games with different responders simultaneously and responders know what the proposer offers to the other players,
their willingness to accept an offer as fair crucially depends on the offers made to the other
players.40 But not only reference transactions serve as reference points. Familiar social norms
or salient institutions can also serve this purpose. In this more general context of social comparisons and normative expectations, framing impacts on behaviour by providing (direct or
indirect) information about reference transactions or about relevant social norms or institutions. These cues then influence the fairness standard that individuals adopt – not necessarily
in a conscious way – to form their fairness judgment. For example, cooperation in a Prisoner's
Dilemma experiment increased substantially only because the game was labelled “Community Game” instead of “Wall-Street-Game”.41

IV

Fairness in Contract Governance

Contracts enable private parties to create obligations enforceable at law by mutual exchange
of promises (under the conditions specified by the relevant law). A traditional Law and Economics point of view would consider such an institution to affect behaviour by altering selfish
incentives through the expectation of enforcement, hence by sanctions. From a behavioural
point of view, contracts might influence behaviour quite differently. Contracts obviously often
serve as a means to institutionalize cooperation in form of mutually beneficial exchange. With
homo reciprocans contracting, contracts will be accompanied by expectations of fairness.42
These fairness expectations might not be recognised by the law as relevant, but it is safe to
assume that they influence the formation and execution of the contract by the parties and
should hence be taken into account by Contract Governance. For example, a contract design
proposed by economic contract theory as an efficient mechanism will be avoided if parties
regard it as unjust. If chosen anyhow, it might have detrimental effects.43 Put more generally,
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fairness may support or impede a contract's execution, or it may interfere with it otherwise.
These questions are of importance for any behavioural account of contract law, but they have
only started to be addressed systematically. Thus, we have to confine ourselves to some examples that give an impression about the direction in which future research might proceed.
1

Statutes as reference points

In 2001, the German Distance Selling Act (now § 312b (1) BGB), implementing the EU Distance Selling Directive, introduced a mandatory withdrawal right for buyers in distant selling
contracts. Since most distance sellers had already granted a withdrawal right on a voluntary
basis, the revision of the law did not change the rights of buyers in effect, but only the motives of their provision. Nevertheless, the rate of returns increased from 24,2% to 35%.44 For
example, clothes were increasingly ordered in different sizes, with people sending back the
unfitting ones. Georg Borges and Bernd Irlenbusch examined the reason for this change of
behaviour with the help of an experiment.45 Their results suggest that a voluntary provision of
a withdrawal right is perceived as friendly such that buyers reciprocate by not exploiting
sellers too heavily. However, if withdrawal rights are obligatory under the law, buyers may
feel entitled to return goods, which eliminates the need to reciprocate. Also, sellers now lack
the opportunity to show friendly intentions. As a consequence, Borges and Irlenbusch argue,
the motivation to treat distance sellers fairly is crowded out by the law.46 In my view, this interpretation does not exactly hit the point. The law presumably did not turn consumers into
selfish beings, but changed the content of their fairness expectation such that they now felt
morally entitled to return purchases. In their (maybe biased) perceptions, their reaction was
not selfish, but righteous. So what the revision of the Distance Selling Act did in behavioural
terms was to change the reference points relative to which consumers formed their fairness
preferences.
This research is but an example of what has been called the “expressive function” of the
law.47 In standard Law and Economics, this function is confined to providing focal points in
coordination problems,48 but cannot contribute to the solution of problems of cooperation.
With preferences for fairness, expressive aspects of the law assume a much more prominent
and maybe crucial role.49 They correspond to the need to coordinate individual standards of
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fairness if cooperation is to be sustained among reciprocal actors. The behavioural mechanism
by which the law may achieve this is by providing salient and legitimate reference points and
by framing interactions that take place in the shadow of the law. As the above example of the
Distance Selling Act teaches us, the law has expressive effects anyhow, whether they are intended or not.50 It also tells us that ignoring these effects may foil the purpose of the law or
may inadvertently produce otherwise undesired results. Thus, Contract Governance seems to
be well advised to take them into account.
2

Contracts as reference points

According to standard incomplete contracts theory, it can be advantageous for parties who
want to enter into a long-term contract, but are faced with uncertainty about relevant aspects
of the future state of the world, to form an incomplete contract first and leave the completion
of contractual terms to future renegotiations when the actual state of the world has been revealed. If homo oeconomicus-like behaviour is assumed, these renegotiations will be conducted in a Coasian way leading to an (ex-post) efficient bargain.51 However, (ex-ante) inefficiencies can arise because of the hold-up problem. Under the prospect of future renegotiations,
rational parties will underinvest during the contractual relationship because non-contractible
sunk investments will be exploited by the other party in later renegotiations.52 It is an interesting question whether the hold-up problem is alleviated when parties care about fairness, possibly keeping them from exploiting commitments made by the other party. If, however, parties are also affected by self-serving biases and if they sometimes also punish spitefully or too
much, fairness-related cooperation problems as those described above are to be expected in
the context of long-term contracting, too.
That this is, in fact, the case has been shown recently in a very illuminating line of work,53
which seems quite exemplary with regard to possible directions of future research. It empirically tests54 a behavioural theory on renegotiations in incomplete contracts put forward by
Oliver Hart and John Moore.55 Instead of relation-specific investments, the theory considers
performance. Performance, it assumes, can be perfunctory or consummate, but only perfunctory performance is verifiable before courts and hence contractible. Nevertheless, reciprocal
actors will be willing to provide consummate performance as long as they feel they are getting
50
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what they are entitled to. If, on the other hand, parties feel treated unfairly, they will withhold
some part of consummate performance, dubbed 'shading' by the authors. Since the selfserving distortion of fairness judgments increases with ambiguity, shading should increase
with ambiguity because parties will more often feel deprived of what they are entitled to.
Against the backdrop of these considerations, long-term contracts assume quite a different
function of which standard contract theory is not aware: contracts, according to Hart and
Moore, serve as reference points determining a party’s sense of entitlement.56 If a contract is
rigid, pins down future outcomes very precisely and leaves little room for disagreement and
aggrievement, parties will rather not shade on their obligations as long as they get what is
specified in the contract. If, however, a contract is more flexible and allows for more than one
outcome, feelings of entitlement will be exposed to self-serving distortions. Then, Hart and
Moore assume, each party will feel entitled to the outcome most favourable to it, whereby
fairness-expectations will divert and shading increase. Hence, contracting parties are faced
with a trade-off between rigidity (which reduces shading, but excludes adjustments to unforeseen contingencies) and flexibility (which allows for adjustments, but increases shading).
Experiments conducted by Ernst Fehr, Oliver Hart and Christian Zehnder using a two-stage
game support this theory.57 In the game, participants are uncertain at the time of contract formation whether production costs will be low (good state of nature) or high (bad state of nature) at the time of performance. At a first stage, buyers can choose between a rigid and a
flexible contract. Prices are then negotiated in an auction in which sellers compete for contracts. In rigid contracts, the negotiated price is fixed, irrespective of the state of nature. In
flexible contracts, the negotiated price forms the lower bound of a price range (the upper
bound being given exogenously) from which the buyer can choose the actual price at the second stage. After contracting, the state of nature is revealed and buyers can choose a price if
the contract is flexible. When costs turn out to be high, rigid contracts are not performed because they are not mutually beneficial anymore. Flexible contracts, in contrast, allow the buyer to choose a higher price and perform the contract. After the buyer has chosen the price
from within the price range, the seller can choose between consummate performance (high
quality) and perfunctory performance (low quality). Perfunctory performance reduces the
buyer's payoffs substantially,58 but also burdens the seller with a slightly higher (not lower!)
cost.59 Thus, the seller has no material incentive to shade because he has to pay a price for it.
The second stage thus bears a certain similarity with an Ultimatum Game.60
The results are very much in line with Hart and Moore's hypothesis of 'contracts as reference
points'. First, both with rigid and flexible contracts competitive forces compel sellers to accept
low prices (in rigid contracts) or lower price bounds (in flexible contracts) and prices and
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lower price bounds converge downwards to the competitive price. Competition hence leads to
a pronouncedly uneven distribution of payoffs. With rigid contracts, sellers on average earn
only a quarter of what buyers earn. With flexible contracts, actual prices chosen from the
price range are somewhat higher, but sellers still receive only 40 % of buyers' payoffs on average.61 The question then is: how do sellers react to this? Selfish sellers should not punish at
all, because punishment is costly (and hence not subgame perfect). Reciprocal sellers should
shade when they perceive the offer as unfair. Since prices are lower in rigid contracts than in
flexible contracts, inequity aversion should lead to more shading in rigid contracts. According
to the 'contract as reference points' hypothesis, however, it should be the other way around
because rigid contracts are unambiguous and thus serve better as reference points, whereas
flexible contracts provide leeway for self-serving distortions, which increases perceived unfairness. Experiments confirm this hypothesis. Although sellers earn less from rigid contracts,
they nevertheless still almost always provide consummate performance (94 % of the cases),
whereas consummate performance drops significantly in flexible contracts (to 75 % of the
cases).62 However, if contracts are not formed voluntarily by the parties, but terms and parties
to the contract are just given exogenously, shading reappears in rigid contracts (consummate
performance drops to 84 %) and the difference to flexible contracts is no longer statistically
significant.63 Somehow, rigid contracts seem to lose their legitimacy as reference points under
these circumstances. Fehr, Hart und Zehnder take this observation as evidence that competition legitimizes the terms of a contract. The reason they suppose is that buyers can hide their
unfairness behind a 'veil of competition' because outcomes are attributed rather to market processes.64 Although there is something to be said for this explanation, it somehow misses the
important point. If parties are matched and given the terms by fiat, there is no contract anymore at all, but rather a forced relationship. Not competition is missing here, but mutual
agreement and consent. Thus, consent makes reference points legitimate and marks the crucial
difference between rigid and flexible contracts: in rigid contracts, the seller consents to exactly the price he is later given. Therefore he accepts it as fair. In flexible contracts, the seller
does not consent to any price, but to a lower price bound and the right of the buyer to determine the price later. Therefore the reference point in flexible contracts is not only more ambiguous (which it is, indeed), but the contract is referred to in a different context in which it
assumes a different meaning. Flexible contracts do not serve as a reference point for performance based on a set price, but as a reference frame for deferred price negotiations. This not
only entails more ambiguity, but also diminished legitimacy because the seller has not committed himself to anything more than a lower bound for negotiations yet to come. Apart from
this, there is nothing specific he feels bound to later.
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3

Commitment through promises and legal procedures

This line of argument suggests, of course, that there might be other specific motivational forces at work in contractual relationship beyond reciprocity. Although this has not been researched in depth, there is indeed some initial evidence that the very fact of making a promise
as well as the “procedure” of doing so with reference to the law may have a behavioural effect. With standard preferences, neither the exchange of promises nor reference to the law as
such should make any difference, because without the backing of sanctions, such communication remains “cheap talk”. In experimental games, however, the mere exchange of promises
usually enhances cooperation considerably. However, it is unclear whether this is due to fairness (not letting down others' legitimate payoff expectations) or because people have an intrinsic motivation to keep their word. At least one experiment suggests that the latter is the
case.65 In another experiment, it is shown that cooperation is further enhanced when an
agreement is framed as a valid contract (citing legal norms) compared to a mere promise, although enforcement is possible in neither of the cases. Hence the procedure of concluding a
contract with reference to the law seems to evoke an intrinsic motivation to comply beyond
the moral commitment of a promise.66

V

Conclusion

The last two decades have witnessed tremendous progress towards a behavioural account of
fairness and reciprocity, brought about by a combination of economic theories and empirical
methods that is nowadays known as behavioural economics. The point of this research was
not just to show what anyone except economists knew anyhow, that is, that people do care for
justice and fairness. The point was to examine if and how individual concerns for fairness
play out in strategic interactions and thus have to be regarded as a class of preferences of
practical relevance in economic and other policy-related settings. In this regard, behavioural
economics was successful in showing that fairness preferences influence behaviour in a way
that renders predictions based on the selfishness assumption often, but not always, misleading.
However, to know that man is rather a homo reciprocans than a homo oeconomicus does not
mean that his behaviour can be foreseen better, because homo reciprocans is a rather impressionable being and his behaviour heavily depends on the specifics of the situation and the social context in which he is acting. This characteristic of fairness motives also casts doubt on
the external validity of experimental results, not so much with regard to the general behavioural tendencies and dispositions detected, but with regard to the question how these general
behavioural mechanisms will play themselves out in real life. What is needed here is a combi65
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nation of theory and experiments, corroborated by real-life data from field experiments or
econometrics.67 Thus, unfortunately, what is a clear progress in the scientific account of human social behaviour turns out to be a nuisance for the quest for solutions to specific governance problems because with fairness these now easily hinge on unexpected details. Whereas
traditional rational choice theory often can come up with predictions that are robust but inaccurate, predictions based on fairness preferences are more realistic, but are, at the same time,
notoriously incomplete and rather fuzzy. Nevertheless, quite a lot can be said about certain
generic properties of fairness and reciprocity as driving forces of behaviour.
In this article, I tried to sketch some important features of these general working mechanisms
of fairness based on a selective review of a small part of the literature. To understand those
working mechanisms, it is crucial to distinguish mental, behavioural and social aspects of
fairness and to see how they work together and what their respective contributions are in sustaining cooperation or avoiding opportunistic behaviour. Experimental game theory has focused mainly on the behavioural level and developed two types of models of preferences for
fairness: inequity aversion, concerned with the distribution of outcomes, and reciprocity, concerned with the fairness of intentions. Both assume preferences for fairness to interact with
selfish preferences that remain a primary motivational force. Fairness judgments, however,
also allow for several proportional criteria of distribution, as Equity Theory has shown. The
(psychological) necessity to select among different criteria of fairness and their operationalization renders fairness judgments indeterminate and makes them receptive for social and contextual influences.
Compared to homo oeconomicus, cooperation is both easier and more difficult with homo reciprocans. It is easier because reciprocity repays cooperation with cooperation. It is more difficult because opportunistic behaviour by selfish types, usually mixed into real-life populations, triggers negative reciprocity on the side of reciprocal actors causing a downward spiral
that eventually extinguishes cooperation. Furthermore, even fairness judgments are unconsciously biased toward self-interest if and insofar as factual knowledge or normative standards
are ambiguous. Therefore, sanctions remain crucial to sustain cooperation, but they assume a
quite different objective compared to homo oeconomicus. With homo reciprocans, sanctions
have to provide social or moral incentives in order to sustain positive reciprocity, and they do
so indirectly by preventing opportunism and thus keeping social relations fair or balanced.
Negative reciprocity provides sufficient motivation to leave punishment to the parties, but
excess punishment and anti-cooperative punishment, combined with self-serving perceptions,
call for institutional intervention in order to prevent a vicious circle. Although people in general show an aversion against punishment institutions, they are accepted as legitimate if they
are chosen autonomously.
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For a commendable example, see B. Frey / B. Torgeler, 'Tax morale and conditional cooperation' Journal
of Comparative Economics 35 (2007), 136.
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Indeterminacy of fairness creates the need to settle on shared fairness standards, if cooperation is to be based on positive reciprocity and protected against negative reciprocity. Since
fairness judgments intrinsically rely on reference points and reference transactions, institutions can contribute to this higher-order coordination problem by providing those references.
In Contract Governance, both statutes and contracts can serve this purpose through their expressive effect. For example, making a withdrawal right obligatory by law – it had hitherto
been granted by distance sellers on a voluntary basis – can increase returns because the revision of the law also shifted the framing of withdrawal from a friendly concession to an action
the seller is obliged to endure. In long-term contractual relations, initial contracts can serve as
reference points for subsequent renegotiations. This can reduce perfunctory performance or
other forms of opportunistic behaviour if contracts are unambiguous rather than flexible. Finally, the mere fact of making a promise and the 'procedure' of doing so with reference to the
law induces a commitment to the contract beyond reciprocity. In short, with homo reciprocans as a party to the contract, contractual relationships are necessarily accompanied by expectations of fairness and reciprocity. Contract Governance is thus charged with the task of
institutionalising and taming sanctions and of coordinating fairness standards by managing
frames and reference points via the expressive dimension of statutes and contracts.
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